THE OVRDBF COMMAND AS A TURNOVER® FOR ISERIES V100 PRE-RUN COMMAND

Beginning with Release 4.2, TURNOVER® programs were converted to ILE. This means that any time you link an OVRDBF command string to a TURNOVER® for iSeries v100 form line, you must specify a value of either *CALLLLVL or *JOB for the OVRSCOPE parameter.

This is because our program that executes the OVRDBF command is an ILE program running in a named activation group. The default value of *ACTGRPDFN on the OVRDBF command means that the override will only apply to programs running in that activation group. Because the compile commands provided by OS/400 are not ILE programs, they do not run in the same activation group, and therefore require the change to the OVRDBF command.

Workaround: Specify the OVRSCOPE parameter on the OVRDBF command.

UPDATING YOUR EXISTING OVRDBF COMMANDS USING A PROGRAM

You can write a program that updates the OVRDBF commands that you already have linked in TURNOVER® for iSeries v100. Your program should update files TCOMMAN (commands linked by form) and TCRTDEV (option 38 on worklist...commands linked by object).

Truly yours,

Technical Support Staff